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Purple Punch
Editorial by Jamie Toth
citrus tones, with even a bit of orange. Higher temperatures still,
in the 390 range and above, and you’ll detect a pleasing creamy
finish to the vapor that tastes like a grape creamsicle. The vapor
has a distinct weight to it without becoming overwhelming.
Should you smoke Purple Punch you’ll be treated to a toasted
purple creamsicle flavor that is out of this world.

The grape smell of 54 Green Acres’ Purple
Punch hits you straight out of the bag. This strain,
a product of Larry OG joined with Granddaddy
Purps, is a terptastic, grape-flavored jaunt across
your taste buds, whether vaped or smoked. We have
been growing Purple Punch since 2015. As a Certified
Kind farm, 54 Green Acres is dedicated to leadership in the
cultivation of sungrown, organic flower. We have tested our
cannabis for terpene content since 2015 to increase transparency
and demonstrate our commitment to the finest flavors possible.
The grape flavor and smells that emanate from this Purple Punch
are intense, and grinding the dense flower releases a lilac scent
that complements the citrus tones. Vaping at a low temperature,
the clean and sweet floral flavor of lavender joins with the strong
taste of blueberries until you get to around 350 which is when the
limonene is unlocked. This citrus infusion further cements the
grape as the dominant flavor as lemon joins the fruity read from
the lower temperature. Moving higher in temperature adds more

Purple Punch is an extremely stupefying weed. It’s so incredibly
stupefying you can forget the first word of a sentence by the time
you reach the end. It has an intense, relaxing body buzz that starts
from your scalp and cascades down but make sure you have a
bottle of water or a nice cup of a fruity sencha tea to help
with the cottonmouth. Because of its muscle relaxing
capabilities, it would be great for using against
cramps, or stress and tension headaches. It’s also
an exceptional sleep aid, and I’ve been able to
replace a bedtime dose of Valerian root with a
well-timed Purple Punch session. Do not operate
heavy machinery when courting Purple Punch.
But that physical comfort is also accompanied by
an uplifted mood. It should come as no surprise that
this strain is great at relieving anxiety.
Like all of the strains selected by 54 Green Acres, this strain
grows well in the environment that the Illinois River Valley has to
offer. The farm has owned water rights for the usage of Sucker
Creek since 1882. In addition to watering our fine cannabis, the
creek also helps sustain the humans, rabbits, apples, lettuce,
and other crops at here 54 Green Acres.
In addition to being watered by a natural, local water source,
our Southern Oregon sungrown bud is completely organically
grown. 54 Green Acres is a Certified Kind farm, which means
that all of their soil, nutrients, and processes are organic and as
gentle to the Earth as possible, and are re-certified every year to
ensure compliance to rigorous standards. That means each bud
is bursting with all of the flavors that nature can bestow.

Check us out on instagram to see
our latest photos and videos
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